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Designed for plug-in mounting. 
Initial use : Surveillance and Control Panel, J68932AA . 
No. 75A: A 4 kHz power detector consisting of component apparatus mounted on a 

printed wiring board and enclosed in a metal can. 
Desig·ned to select a band of signals in the frequency range of 8.140 to 8.144 MHz. 
Intended for use in a broadband surveillance unit to detect excessive power in any 

single-voice channel of a full band of channels. 
Produces three de outputs when the total power of the signal in the selected 4 kHz 

band exceeds a threshold level. 
One output is produced that can vary from - 24 to -4 volts without delay and is 

used as a control voltage for the sweep generator. 
Another de output that can vary from O to -20 volts after a delay is produced and 

is used for delayed alarming and control signal. When the input signal is re
moved, this signal falls to O volts without delay . 

The final de output can vary from O to - 24 volts without delay and is used as an
other control signal. 

No. 75B: A total power detector consisting of component apparatus mounted on a 
printed wiring board and enclosed in a metal can. 

Provides three circuit configurations used in the broadband surveillance unit to per
form the following functions: 

Total power detector: Monitors an input signal, and should the total input signal 
exceed a specified total power level, a de output voltage is then produced. 

OR circuit: Feeds the drive amplifier either a signal obtained from the total power 
detector or a O to -2 0 volt de signal obtained from the 4 kHz power detector. 

Drive amplifier: Delivers a de current of O to 20 ma into a 1000 OHM load vario
losser when the negative input voltage obtained from the OR circuit exceeds - 4 
volts. 
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